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ZEROSMELL 

Unique product on the market

ZeroSmell helps to improve air quality and increases the comfort of the different areas and facilities 

for visitors and, as a consequence, enjoy a friendly atmosphere at all times. 

ZeroSmell is an innovative product that helps to eliminate bad odors. This product has the highest 

level of effectiveness against the most common episodes of foul odor present in both, the domestic and professional 
environment. 

Currently, you cannot find another product on the market as effective as ZeroSmell. Most products  

are air fresheners that only mask the bad odor using perfumes, and furthermore, they declare that they eliminate bad odor 
while only inhibit it.

How ZeroSmell works?

ZeroSmell has two functions. The first one is to remove bad odors and neutralize them. The second  

one is to leave a gentle fragrance. 

ZeroSmell liberates active agents, which neutralize depending on the temperature and airflow,  

in a slow and linear way. When these agents come into contact with the malodorous molecules  

react chemically and neutralize each other. 

Reason Why:  
ZeroSmell liberates active agents, which neutralize depending on the temperature and airflow,  
in a slow and linear way. When these agents come into contact with the malodorous molecules  
react chemically and neutralize each other. 

• The high volatility of the active agents is what allows a very effective result, since the  

removal is carried out gas by gas. With the proper disposal, we have gained over 90% removal of the volume of 
odors. 



• The effectiveness of ZeroSmell is so high it can even be used to combat corrosive air content, 

 such as sulphuric acid in water treatment plants or sewage systems. 

• The action of residual ZeroSmell is homogeneous at lasts 3 to 4 months, and is effective  

even after getting wet. 

• In addition, ZeroSmell is not dangerous to humans or the environment, it is easy

 to handle and can be treated to household waste disposal which must be performed as dictated by local 
regulations.

• The presentation of ZeroSmell is designed for a year of operations and has cost very 

attractive for the end user, ensuring fresh and clean facilities where Veltia is rendering its services, another 
exclusivity of our innovative Veltia Hand Dryer.
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